Strengthening relationships
with the mobile consumer
How forward-thinking merchants are
using mobile technologies to connect
with customers in the ‘human commerce
ecosystem’
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There’s a technology transformation underway and it’s shaking
up every corner of what Bank of America Merchant Services
calls “the human commerce ecosystem” — those moments
when payments and transactions occur within people’s lives.
In these moments of lux, you’ll ind both challenges and opportunities. Making a purchase
is oten as swit and seamless as swiping a inger across the screen of a smartphone.
Blink and you’ll miss it.
Consumers want the ease of paying with their phones, but they’re also anxious about the
security of their data. Even traditional brick-and-mortar stores are rethinking their timetested approaches, thanks to new technologies that enable a whole new kind of shopping
experience.
Today’s consumers are growing accustomed to a shopping experience that looks vastly
diferent from how it did even a few years ago. Still, questions remain about which
innovations will take hold and which could disappear.
To help merchants navigate this uncharted territory, Bank of America Merchant Services
ofers up seven insights into the most intriguing aspects of the human commerce
ecosystem as it looks today — and what it might look like tomorrow.
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1. More than ever, consumers are living on their mobile phones.
Tablets and smartwatches, too. Let’s face it: Today, mobile devices orbit our lives and
they’re rarely far from reach. We use them to communicate with friends and family, and
get information about the world. They help us complete simple, everyday transactions
like ordering a car ride, buying lunch or securing concert tickets. In fact, the average
smartphone user will check his or her personal mobile device nearly 50 times a day.1
However, while the average consumer spends the majority of his or her screen time on a
mobile device, more dollars are still spent on desktop and other channels, largely because
the mobile shopping experience is still full of friction.2 Even if a consumer appreciates
the convenience of comparison shopping for new refrigerators on a mobile device, the
purchase is still more likely to occur in a store or via a desktop browser — at least for the
time being.
What does the advent of the connected consumer mean for merchants? Our highly
networked world means that customers’ expectations are increasingly luid, and those
expectations aren’t shaped by a single industry, but across the broader commerce
landscape. Like it or not, Uber®, Starbucks®, Amazon®, Apple® and others have set
benchmarks that everyone else must contend with — or risk losing business.
In addition to inding exactly what they want at a compelling price, consumers now expect
a payment experience that’s smooth, intuitive, safe and frictionless. This is true whether
they’re in person, on a desktop, tapping a tablet or swiping on their smartphone.
Sounds like a high bar, doesn’t it? It’s actually higher. To keep pace with evolving
expectations and build loyalty, merchants also have to provide value. According to a recent
Bain & Co. report, “the customer’s point of view, not the organization’s structure and
processes, should deine the customer experience.”3 Another Bain & Co. report also found
that companies that can provide an excellent consumer experience — one that is frictionfree, aligned with the company’s broader vision and responsive to the consumer’s evolving
needs — see revenues grow four to eight percent above their market.4
Companies that don’t pay attention to the consumer experience risk being let behind,
even if they ofer a truly compelling product or service. Michael Hinshaw, CEO of customer
experience management company McorpCX, recently wrote, “when companies deliver
solutions that make it harder to do business, add friction to the process or don’t solve
real customer issues in super-compelling ways, customers are either annoyed or happily
ignorant. In other words, they will simply do whatever is easiest.”5
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2. In the game of mobile payment options, there’s no clear front-runner.
Mobile devices aren’t just replacing our cameras and GPS devices; increasingly, they’re
taking the place of our wallets. But when it comes to mobile payments, forecasts are a
moving target. In December 2015, Business Insider Intelligence estimated that U.S. mobile
payment volume would hit $129 billion in 2016. But by May, it had revised that estimate
down to $75 billion.6
Why the sluggish adoption of mobile payments? In part, it’s because the market is looded
with options: Apple Pay®, Samsung Wallet®, Chase Pay®, Microsot Wallet® and Google
Wallet®, among others.7 Some say Apple Pay has an early lead — but it’s still very much
anyone’s game.
“The challenge right now is that no wallet has won yet. There’s not a single wallet that
consumers know they can use everywhere,” said Michael Roberts, Bank of America
Merchant Services chief marketing and digital strategy oicer.
With no convergence around a single mobile payment platform, merchants may be wary
of investing in POS systems optimized for select mobile or contactless payment systems.
And while a growing number of consumers are relying on mobile payments for online
purchases, that trend has not yet translated to widespread use of such payment platforms
inside brick-and-mortar stores.

3. To glimpse the future of mobile payments, look abroad.
Despite a sluggish start, mobile payments are expected to play an increasingly signiicant
role in the payments landscape, reaching an estimated volume of $503 billion — slightly
more than 8 percent of total U.S. retail volume — by 2020.8 And they’re already estimated
to account for roughly one-third of all eCommerce sales.9
One needs only to look abroad for clues as to how the mobile payments trend might take
shape in the U.S.
Take Apple Pay, for example, which made its Canadian debut in May 2016.
“It’s the same technology as in the U.S., but you’re seeing a much more rapid expansion
in Canada because the market is already seeded with devices for contactless payment,”
said David Ades, general manager and head of sales for North America at Bank of America
Merchant Services.
Nearly 70 percent of consumers in India and 60 percent of consumers in China say their mobile
phone will become their primary purchasing tool, compared to 26 percent of U.S. consumers.10
In Europe, non-bank payment options, such as PayPal® and iDEAL, are gaining traction.11
Experts are also paying attention to innovative approaches to the mobile wallet, such as
Samsung Pay®, which runs on existing POS systems and doesn’t require an equipment
upgrade by merchants.
“Broad acceptance of wallets is important from a future-prooing perspective,” said
Roberts. “The only way for merchants to be well-positioned for whatever trend wins is to
ensure they have the capabilities to react quickly.”
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4. Think beyond the app when trying to understand your customers.
Thanks to the power of mobile apps, consumers can now buy a cup of cofee without ever
reaching for their wallets. The Dunkin’ Donuts® app allows loyalty rewards club members to
place an order up to 24 hours in advance, make a cashless payment via their mobile device
and skip the in-store line when they pick up their order. Similarly, the Starbucks® app allows
consumers to order and pay for a drink customized to their particular tastes on their phone
as soon as they start their commute. By the time they enter the store, the drink is ready to
enjoy and payment is barely an aterthought.

When apps are used
successfully, it’s a
win-win situation
for the customer
and merchant.

When apps are used successfully, it’s a win-win situation for the customer and merchant.
Apps can add value to the customer experience via loyalty programs, individually tailored
discounts and promotions, and a highly customized, consistent experience.
For the merchant, in-app purchases allow for seamless payments. As long as the
consumer’s data is stored, they can make purchases with the click of a button, without
having to interact with another payment interface. And when transactions happen inside
the app, merchants can amass valuable data. Ultimately, everyone beneits: data collection
leads to a much more eicient and personalized experience, which may increase sales and
help foster a closer relationship between the merchant and consumer.
Apps aren’t for everyone, though. Dedicated apps have been most successful among dailyspend merchants, like fast-food restaurants, grocery stores and gas stations. That isn’t
surprising, considering that consumers are much more likely to see value in an app if they
use it frequently and it delivers loyalty incentives.
Still, few consumers are likely to download an app from every merchant they frequent.
In fact, while apps dominate smartphone activity in general, consumers still spend more
time browsing and buying from mobile browsers than they do in apps.12 As mobile web
capabilities improve, consumers are likely to keep up with the highest-value apps, while
interacting with other merchants through their mobile sites.
Ultimately, the app is likely to be one step in the evolution of the consumer-merchant
relationship, rather than its sole destination.
“It’s going to be a seminal moment when mobile wallets intersect with the browser, which
means the purchase no longer needs to happen inside the app,” said Roberts. “That’s
absolutely something that people are working on, and it will happen sooner rather than later.”
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5. The in-store experience must evolve.
Though shopping these days is a much more luid experience, brick-and-mortar stores still
play a signiicant role in the consumer experience.
According to AT Kearney research, while customers prefer to discover products online —
preferably from a marketplace that ofers a wide selection of options optimized for easy
browsing — they still prefer to test many categories of products in physical stores. This is
true even if they eventually purchase the product online.
For certain high-touch retail categories such as clothing, physical stores play a role in 71
percent of sales that eventually happen online.13 Even retailers that were born online —
such as Warby Parker® and Bonobos® — are opening brick-and-mortar stores.
It’s no wonder forward-thinking merchants are inding ways to bring the mobile,
eCommerce and traditional retail experiences together. Product location technology can
help customers ind an item in the store and then smoothly deliver them to the moment
of purchase. In-store beacons or radio frequency ID tags can be attached to particular
products and programmed to send a promotional message or coupon when a consumer is
browsing in that particular part of the store.
Retailers are also using mobile technology to bridge the gap between browsing and buying.
Associates supplied with tablets or POS-enabled mobile devices help facilitate in-aisle
payments at stores like Best Buy® and Nordstrom Rack®. At high-end clothing retailers,
customers can make a purchase right from the dressing room.
Eventually, this shit away from a bank of checkout stations at the front of the store could
lead to a revolution in store design, and an entirely new concept of the brick-and-mortar
shopping experience.
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6. Payment is moving to the background.
It wasn’t long ago that payment signaled the end of a transaction and marked the
culmination of a consumer’s journey with a merchant. But Uber® helped change the game
by making paying for a ride not only seamless, automated and smartphone-based, but also
practically invisible to consumers.
Merchants are following suit by coming up with innovative ways to reconigure the
shopping experience. As they do so, the payment component of the customer experience is
increasingly fading into the background.
Merchants thinking about how to de-emphasize the payment stage of shopping are also
taking cues from unexpected sources. Video game developers excel at facilitating in-game
payments for access to additional capabilities and levels of play — all without interrupting
the gaming experience. The widespread adoption of mobile games, such as Pokémon
Go®, means that consumers are increasingly comfortable with transactions that don’t
necessarily feel like transactions, at least in the traditional sense.
“The actual customer experience may or may not need to have a separate activity called
‘payment,’” said Roberts. “It’s going to redeine the way we conceive the customer journey.”
“The move from selling products to managing a permanent customer journey requires
a shit in focus”, David Edelman and Mark Singer pointed out in the Harvard Business
Review. They noted that “superior journeys feature automation, personalization, contextbased interaction and ongoing innovation.”14 By de-emphasizing the purchase, merchants
can instead put their attention toward creating a successful customer experience that
emphasizes loyalty and ongoing engagement.

“The actual customer experience may or may
not need to have a separate activity called
‘payment.’”
Michael Roberts, Bank of America Merchant Services chief marketing and digital strategy oicer
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7. Security is on everyone’s mind.
To provide a payment experience that is simultaneously smooth, swit and seamless,
merchants need to both capture and store data about their customers and their
preferences. And consumers — particularly millennials — are increasingly willing to trust
merchants with sensitive data such as credit card information.15 That relationship is built,
however, on the assumption that merchants will shoulder the responsibility of keeping that
information safe.
At the same time, a seemingly unending string of high-proile data breaches has made
businesses and consumers more concerned than ever about security. Breaches can be
incredibly costly — from the immediate expenses associated with responding to an attack
to the long-term costs involved in repairing relationships with customers.
The adoption of EMV® chip card technology is one way merchants are making transactions
more secure at the POS. Mobile payments, which are considered much more secure than
traditional POS card transactions, are also playing a role.
Criminals never sleep, though. As already seen in countries around the world, when EMV
technology becomes prevalent, you can expect to see a spike in card-not-present fraud.16
Experts expect cyber-criminals to continue to target mobile commerce channels.
Smaller merchants may be at greater risk from fraud because they are less likely to invest
in robust risk management systems.
“Most of the larger merchants have implemented some form of cybersecurity solution,”
said David Ades. “But if resources are limited and a merchant is choosing between EMV
and encryption, they should absolutely focus on encryption irst since it’s designed to
disguise and, therefore, protect cardholder data from the point of data entry. Merchants
need to understand that protecting consumers’ privacy is paramount to their brand.”
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Bank of America Merchant Services
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Adapting to a changing world
Mobile technology has empowered today’s consumer to expect more out of a shopping
experience: more information, options, security, convenience and connection. These
evolving expectations present merchants with an unprecedented opportunity to innovate.
Every day, we move closer to a human commerce ecosystem in which payments are
seamless, secure and invisible. The future won’t look like the past — and that’s a good thing.
Consumers will make more of their purchases via mobile and eCommerce channels, while
brick-and-mortar stores will soon look and feel drastically diferent than they did in the
20th century. As mobile wallets become more prevalent, paying via a mobile device will
become increasingly easy and secure. And because many consumers prize convenience
above all else, mobile payments will eventually become the new normal.
Merchants studying these trends and making the efort to understand consumer behaviors
and preferences can get a leg up on the competition by reimagining their engagement and
relationships with their customers.
“Ultimately, it’s not about the particular smartphone or mobile wallet,” said Bank of America
Merchant Services CEO Tim Tynan. “It will always be about the consumer experience and
shopping moments. We’re seeing channels converge and devices working together to
make those experiences more simple, personal and accessible. And that’s what’s going to
ultimately change the way we shop, buy, pay and live.”
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A world leader in the payments industry
Bank of America Merchant Services connects businesses and consumers by doing
payments better. In an increasingly complex marketplace, we help empower businesses
to give consumers the right commerce experience. We consult with you to customize
solutions that integrate selling channels, open new markets, solve problems using data,
stay secure and, ultimately, accomplish more.

Contact us
For more information on how Bank of America Merchant Services can help you
optimize your business and customer experience through integrated mobile
technologies, call your Bank of America Merchant Services business consultant or
855.833.3614. We’re here to help.
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